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SECTION A: COMPULSORY 


QUESTION 1 Read the case and answer the questions that follow: 


CASE: The Pick 'n Pay Group 

The Pick 'n Pay Group is one of Africa's largest and most consistently successful retailers of food, clothing and 
general merchandise. It is one of the most recognizable brands in the country, and, as events showed, one of the 
most trusted. On their website (www.picnpay.co.za) they list their corporate values as: 'we are passionate about 
our customers and willfight for their rights; we care for and respect each other; we foster personal growth and 
opportunity; we nurture leadership and vision, and reward innovation; we live by honesty and integrity; we 
support and participate in our communities; we take individual responsibility; we are all accountable.' 

In 2003 this commitment to customers and the honesty and integrity ofthe company in communicating with 
stakeholders was tested. Pick 'n Pay became the target of a blackmailer who threatened to poison food items on 
their shelves and in this way harm or kill customers. Their response after receiving the extortion note was that 
Sean Summer, the CEO of Pick 'n Pay, immediately contacted the police and the media to inform the customers 
of this threat. Food items that were identified were removed from shelves countrywide, customers who 
complained of symptoms of poisoning were treated and a forensic investigation was launched. By means of 
regular bulletins in the media, sometimes in the form of double-page advertising space bought in national Sunday 
media at great cost to the company, Sean Summers personally kept customers updated with the investigation and 
further threats received. Each of these communications emphasized Pick 'n Pay's commitment to the safety of 
their customers and indicated added safety precautions taken in stores. Notices were also displayed in-store and 
managers and employees were updated daily. 

Although nobody was ever arrested for the attempted extortion, the threats decreased and disappeared after a 
time. It was proved that none of the food items indicated in the notes was in fact contaminated and the customers 
who showed symptoms ofpoisoning were also not diagnosed as suffering from food poisoning. The company's 
excellent previous reputation ensured that customers did not abandon them. Many people indicated that they 
continued buying non-food items from them until the threat had passed and then returned to Pick 'n Pay for all 
their grocery items. 

Questions: 

a) Explain the corporate values of the Pick 'n Pay Group and how they were effectively 
applied in this particular case [15 marks] 

b) What prevented customers from abandoning the shop after the incident [5 marks] 
c) What communication rules would you keep in mind in such a crisis? [20 marks] 

[Total marks 40] 

http:www.picnpay.co.za
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SECTIONB 

Answer any three (3) questions from this section. 

QUESTION 2 

The allegation that a number of Secondary Education fmal examination answer papers were 
found in a local bar has created a negative publicity for the Swaziland Examinations Council. 
Advise the members of the Council on the process they would follow in preparing for the 
public relations campaign plan on this issue [20 marks] 

QUESTION 3 

a). Public opinion affects most businesses and public relations practitioners have to establish 
and maintain relationship with their various publics. Explain how public relations 
practitioners can measure all dimensions of public opinion [10 marks] 

b). In communication and public relations there are some factors that lead individuals to be 
biased in decoding a given message. Discuss [10 marks] 

QUESTION 4 

Publics can be classified into several overlapping categories. Explain with relevant examples 
[20 marks] 

QUESTIONS 

Discuss some of the tools that are used in gaining proactive marketing public relations (MPR) 
[20 marks] 

QUESTION 6 

However good a company's products are or customer service is, there will be times when 
someone will complain. Most ofthese complaints will come from dissatisfied customers. Discuss 
the guidelines for handling customers' complaints [20 marks] 


